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1 Executive	Summary	This report is related to the activities carried out within Task 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4. It reports about the first version of the algorithm configuration tool. Since the overall ALOHA integration methodology is built upon an iterative and continuous approach, the interactions among different components of the architecture are subject to possible modifications in future iterations. ST-I, UNICA, UvA, UL, ETHZ, CA, SCCH, Pluribus-ONE, UPF have contributed to this deliverable. This report updates D2.1, released at M9, and relates to the future deliverable D2.4, which will include a final release of the automated algorithm configuration tool initially outlined in this deliverable.  
1.1 Acronyms	and	abbreviations	

Acronym	 Meaning	GA Genetic Algorithms DNN Deep Neural Network SEC Security Evaluation FGSM Fast Gradient Sign Method RPI Refinement for Parsimonious Inference DSE Design Space Exploration TE Training Engine   
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2 Automated	algorithm	configuration	sub‐modules	

2.1 Design‐Space	Exploration	engine	
2.1.1 Summary	of	updates	from	D2.1	

 Conversion of genotype specification of Genetic Algorithm (GA) to ONNX file is implemented. 
 ONNX file has been tested with different satellite tools (training engine, security, power/performance). 
 Partial integration with satellite tools using a fast gridsearch has been done. 
 Experiments have been conducted with different evolution strategies for GA to formulate an effective search algorithm. 

2.1.2 DSE	engine	description	Figure 1 shows the workflow of the proposed design space exploration methodoly based on Genetic Algorithms (GA). The main strategy of GA is to explore a selective, smaller subset of possible neural network topologies and, towards this end, it presents a few selected best solutions which satisfy pre-defined critera.   The module is meant to be initiated with a set of DNNs encoded as genotypes of an initial population, evaluated on a fitness score. Iteratively, offspring of this population are created through gene-altering operations (crossovers, mutations changing the topology of the DNN algorithm). The mutations iteratively replace the low-scoring solutions, evolving increasingly better generations.  

 
Figure	1:	Workflow	to	prune	design	space	using	a	Genetic	Algorithm	in	the	Explorer	module	We are working to have a fully integrated GA working with all satellite tools. Towards this aim, we have completed several tasks, first of which being generation of ONNX files from the algorithm’s genotype, which is a representation of a DNN in a format which works with the GA. We have also integrated and tested interfaces with satellite tools using a simple gridsearch algorithm which is based on the structure of these genotypes and onnx file generation of the GA tool.   
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Initialization of genotypes is being done using a basic pattern, where layers of the same type get grouped together with defined constraints. Figure 2 shows a small example of a genotype pattern with Convolution layers followed by Pooling layers and then fully connected Dense	layers. Input (dataI) and output (dataO) layers are mandatory and there is always only one of each kind.  A convolution layer, in the given example, can each have between 5 and 20 feature maps and there can be 2 to 5 convolutional layers. For VGG, we have another chromosome of “Convolution+Relu layer” which is grouped 2-3 times followed by a maxpool layer. Most chain-structured “vanilla” neural networks can be represented using this representation of genotype. More support for skip connections and recurrent neurons can be added to this structure in future if needed.  
	 
	

	

	

Figure	2:	Example	instantiation	of	a	genotype	A chain-structured neural network architecture represented above is realised as a sequence of n layers, where the i’th layer Li receives its input from layer i − 1 and its output serves as the input for layer i +1. The search space is then parametrized by:  (i) The number of layers – total layers as well as number of layers of each type. (ii) The type of operation of each layer, e.g., pooling, convolution etc. (iii) The hyperparameters associated with each operation, e.g., number of neurons, kernel size and strides for a convolutional layer. As complete accuracy calculations can take a long time and make this exploration prohibitive if we fully train every topology under evaluation, we are experimenting with the idea where we train the population with a small subset of available data. To speed up the process of selection of "good" networks for each subsequent iteration, we train all the networks in the population with a small training set, while keeping other hyper parameters such as loss function / learning rate etc. same for all of them.  For this approach to work, we assume that accuracy, achieved with a partial training set, is indicative of the "goodness" of any given network. We are not concerned about maximum accuracy achievable by a network, rather only in the prospective potential of the maximum achievable accuracy. This will then allow us to reject those networks that do not show a promise of achieving good accuracy when trained completely.  Preliminary results are promising, however, more experiments need to be conducted with different training hyperparameters to ensure that this approach is robust.  Comparing our work with the state-of-the-art, there are only a handful of published works in neural architecture search domain which are hardware-aware. Most architectural search literature is focused on finding a DNN topology which achieves higher accuracy and other objectives are largely ignored. Recently 

 
Genotype.of(simpleLayerChromosome.of("dataI",1,2), 
simpleLayerChromosome.of("Convolution",5,20,IntRange.of(2,5)), 
simpleLayerChromosome.of("Pooling",5,20), 
simpleLayerChromosome.of("DenseBlock",10,20,IntRange.of(1,5)), 
simpleLayerChromosome.of("dataO",1,2) );   
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discovered architectures are based on stacked-cell graphs in direct contrast to traditional layer-based models. To the best of our knowledge, no research has been done to optimize all parameters such as energy, power, latency and accuracy together for cell based DNN graphs on a given hardware, moreover the availability of tools and research is nonexistent in making them sparse or quantized for further reduction in their memory footprints. There are a few published works (DPP-Net (Dong et al., 2018), Monas (Hsu et al., 2018) and TEA-DNN (Cai et al., 2018)) that propose hardware-aware network architecture search but do not provide flexibility in the type of architectures explored through their algorithms. Our work aims to be not only hardware-aware but also adaptable to efficiently search for different tasks and domains. 
2.1.3 Scenario‐based	exploration		During the second half of the project, ALOHA will be soon targeting scenario-based optimization. To this aim, we will exploit multi-objective optimization (MOO) in WP2, concurrently considering CNN accuracy, hardware usage (power, latency, memory) and security.  Usually,  for a complex multi-objective optimization problem, objective functions are mostly conflicting, and the exploration process identifies a number of compromise solutions called Pareto optimal solutions. The set of Pareto optimal outcomes, often called the Pareto front, implies that none of the objectives can be further improved without worsening some of the other objectives. A low power, low memory configuration might not be the most accurate CNN, similarly a highly secure design point could need more hardware resources than a CNN whose security is labeled as medium. We consider these Pareto-optimal points as different operation points, or scenarios and we can then forward these points to WP3 for mapping exploration. There are a handful published works that create a Pareto front for objectives other than accuracy, like latency, FLOPS, number of parameters and power. However, none of them consider hardware based operating scenarios for CNNs post the design space exploration phase. Moreover, their search space is severely limited in that they are either looking for small repeatable cells or consider only fixed layer CNNs. As a main approach, we plan to use a MOO DSE to provides a set of Pareto-optimal operation points (e.g. different DNN's trading of accuracy versus performance/power consumption). In this case, the scenarios are mostly (explicitly) visible from WP3 onwards. As a second-order approach, we will evaluate the impact of multiple MOO DSE runs with different constraints, providing multiple Pareto fronts to pick operation points from.  When optimizing for dynamically-changing use-cases, the tool would repeat the optimization for the different sets of constraints corresponding to the different use-case operating modes and saving each result as a scenario. Lower levels of the toolflow have to enable switching between such scenarios. In Table 1 we report approaches in literature dealing with MOO. Only MONAS & TEA-DNN take hardware into consideration. 

Table	1:		Multi‐Objective	Optimization	(MOO)	in	the	State‐of‐the‐art	

 Considered Metrics Description Arxiv link MnasNet Accuracy, Latency Cell based search space (micro) arXiv preprint arXiv:1807.11626 
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MONAS Accuracy, Energy (hardware), MACs traditional CNN space with fixed layers and layer types - searches space is number of neurons and convolution size of each layer 
arXiv preprint arXiv:1806.10332 

DPP-NET Accuracy, FLOPS, Latency Cell based search arXiv preprint arXiv:1806.08198 TEA-DNN Accuracy, latency, Energy(hardware) Cell based search arXiv preprint arXiv:1811.12065 NSGA-NET Accuracy, FLOPS Searches for Neural Networks as graph representation with predefined node type (fixed operations per node type) 
arXiv preprint arXiv:1810.03522 
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2.2 Training	Engine		
2.2.1 Summary	of	updates	from	D2.1	

 Implementation of metric functions (loss, accuracy, etc.) within the Training Engine framework, with prove of concept based on use-case scenarios (medical, surveillance, key-word spotting). 
 Novel fast training mode designed based on learning curve analysis, in order to get early network performance evaluation.  
 Critical review of existing hyperparameter optimization approaches in terms of resource efficiency and mathematical foundations. 
 Initial test implementation of the “Non-stochastic Best arm Identification” method and first experimental evaluations on LeNet model with MNIST dataset. 

2.2.2 Training	engine	description	Work on the preliminary version of the Training Engine (TE) has been focused on the definition of the integration with other tools, focusing in particular on synchronizing with reference data sets provided by the ALOHA use-cases, by the coordinated definition of data parsers that can be used by the TE and support the use-case data. In addition, based on requirement analysis of use-case providers we added functionalities which allows to perform test run of the tool on pre-defined and manually optimized networks. For training and analysis purposes use-case specific performance metric functions have been implemented (e.g., IoU, Dice, etc. ) .  In order to reduce time spent on evaluation of the single design point executed by the DSE engine, a novel model-agnostic evaluation method was designed based on learning curve analysis by exploiting monotonicity characteristics. In comparison to more sophisticated methods (Jamieson et al., 2018) our method provides hints on expected success of the evaluated model with substantially less resources required. In contrast to (Istrate et al., 2018) we do not need to train extra network and perform dataset analysis. First trials of the method are promising; therefore, its development will take place in the future research.  In addition, we did critical review of existing hyperparameter optimization approaches with the conclusion that “Non-stochastic Best arm Identification” (Jamieson et al., 2015) meets our requirements the best. This method is based on a combination of Successive Halving algorithm and Best Arm Identification approach for Multi-armed Bandit problem., which works for fixed budget setting.   First experimental evaluations on LeNet model with MNIST dataset shows promising results. Currently the work on finding suitable optimization function is in progress, in order to find best set of the parameters in the minimum of time.  Moreover, we performed some initial experiments with the training of architecture-friendly DNNs. Specifically, we modified the topology of VGG-16 so that it would be better adapted to the architecture of NEURAghe, one of the deployment platforms targeted within the project. To do so, we slightly increased (VGG16‐over) or decreased (VGG16‐under) the number of neurons in each layer so that it is perfectly matched to NEURAghe’s computation units. Table 2 shows the outcome of this procedure in terms of performance and accuracy, showing how in particular the VGG16‐over model was able to achieve both higher performance and accuracy. 
Table	2:		NEURAghe‐adapted	DNNs	

Parameter	 Performance	 Top‐1	accuracy	
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VGG16	 173 Gop/s 88.4% 
VGG16‐over	 182 Gop/s 89.6% 
VGG16‐under	 184 Gop/s 79.7%   	
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2.3 Security	evaluation	engine	
2.3.1 Summary	of	updates	from	D2.1	

 Analysis of the requirements to perform security evaluation of the models used by the use-case providers in ALOHA, to integrate security evaluation in their design process. 
 Implementation and integration of the security evaluation module in ALOHA. 
 Preliminary test evaluations on benchmark datasets. 
 Implementation of an online demonstrator to perform security evaluation of different models on different benchmark datasets. 

2.3.2 Security	evaluation	engine	description	
State	of	 the	art.	 	Modern technologies based on pattern recognition, machine learning and data-driven artificial intelligence, especially after the advent of deep learning, have reported impressive performance in a variety of application domains, from classical pattern recognition tasks like speech and object recognition, used by self-driving cars and robots, to more modern cybersecurity tasks like spam and malware detection (Gu et al., 2018). Deep learning algorithms, in particular, have been recently shown to be even able to surpass the recognition performance of humans on specific benchmark datasets (Russakovsky et al., 2015). Despite these impressive findings, it has been also recently shown that such technologies can be easily fooled by adversarial	examples, i.e., carefully-perturbed input samples aimed to mislead detection at test time (Szegedy et al., 2014; Biggio et al., 2013). This vulnerability of machine-learning algorithms have been first demonstrated on image recognition (see Figure 3), showing that slightly perturbing an input image (even in an imperceptible manner to the human eye) representing an object (e.g., a school bus) can lead state-of-the-art deep neural networks to misclassify that object as something else (e.g., an ostrich).  
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Figure	3:	Adversarial	perturbation	applied	to	a	school‐bus	image,	to	have	it	misclassified	as	an	ostrich.	The same vulnerability has then been shown for deep learning algorithms that perform traffic sign recognition on board of self-driving vehicles (Eykholt et al., 2018), face recognition for access control (Sharif et al., 2016), speech recognition for automated text transcriptions (Carlini and Wagner, 2018), and even diagnosis from medical images (Finlayson et al., 2019). While we now know that machine-learning algorithms can fail even in the presence of a small amount of 

well‐crafted, adversarial,	worst‐case	noise,	a systematic procedure to quantify such a vulnerability is still under development in the literature of adversarial machine learning, along with the definition of proper threat and perturbation models based on the given application settings and constraints, and the definition of suitable mitigation strategies (Biggio and Roli, 2018).  
Scientific	achievements.	During the course of the ALOHA project, our team has provided multiple scientific achievements to advance the state of the art, resulted in a number of scientific papers published on top-tier machine-learning, signal-processing and computer-security conferences and journals.  1. We have first proposed a systematic procedure to assess the security of a learning algorithm under worst-case adversarial perturbations, with clear guidelines on how to define a proper perturbation model for the application scenario at hand (Biggio and Roli, 2018). This work is at the core of our implementation of the security evaluation satellite tool in the ALOHA framework. 2. We have tested our security evaluation tool on different case studies on image recognition in the context of the ALOHA project (Meloni et al., 2018a, 2018b). 
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3. We have investigated security properties of learning algorithms in cybersecurity-related domains, with a particular focus on malware detection in Android, PDF and executable files (Kolosnjaji et al., 2018; Melis et al., 2018; Maiorca et al., 2019), and on medical applications (Jagielski et al., 2018). We believe that the methodology used in these papers to define meaningful, application-specific kinds of input perturbation can be adopted also in the definition of suitable perturbation models to analyze the security of the models used by the use-case providers in the ALOHA project. 4. We have studied in detail the so-called	transferability	property of adversarial attacks, namely, the ability of attacks designed against a given model to transfer (succeed) against a different one (Demontis et al., 2019). Interestingly, we have found that attacks transfer with a very high probability across models, which allows a malicious attacker to be able to corrupt a system even without necessarily knowing its internal details (i.e., in a black-box setting). From the viewpoint of security evaluation, this property can be used to create datasets of adversarial examples that can be used to test different models without re-generating the adversarial examples specifically for each model.  
Security	 evaluation	 (SEC)	 engine.	  The SEC engine overcomes the limitations of state-of-the-art approaches by providing a systematic methodology towards the security evaluation of deep networks to adversarial examples. This is achieved through the notion of security	evaluation	curves, described by Biggio and Roli, 2018. These curves show how the performance of a trained deep learning model decreases under an increasing adversarial perturbation of the input data. The SEC engine takes as input: the dataset, the trained network model, and the parameters required to run the evaluation (i.e., the kind and maximum level of perturbation to be applied on the input data). It runs the analysis and then returns the complete security evaluation curve as well as summary statistics (e.g., the average value of the curve) representing a qualitative level of security (associated to three categorical levels, i.e., low, medium and high security). Images of adversarial examples with different levels of perturbation can also be requested to the module for visual inspection and demonstration purposes. Notably, the input data modified by the SEC engine can also be used in a twofold manner. First, it can be used to craft transfer attacks (targeting different models). Second, it can be used to improve the robustness of the learning model against the considered perturbations, via adversarial training, i.e., by re-training the neural network including such attacks as part of the training data (Goodfellow et al., 2015). To this end, the SEC engine may be required to additionally generate a number of perturbed data points (i.e., adversarial examples) which may be subsequently used by the training engine to augment the training data and improve the security (or robustness) of the network under training. An alternative mitigation strategy to adversarial training amounts to using a different, specific robust regularization scheme during the training process (Biggio and Roli, 2018).  
Modeling	 use	 cases.	We have interacted with the use-case providers to define suitable perturbation models for each of the project case studies. In particular, we have defined these perturbation models according to the state-of-the-art models used to craft adversarial examples in the audio, medical and image 
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domains (Carlini and Wagner, 2018; Finlayson et al., 2019; Biggio and Roli, 2018). They consist of perturbing the input data within a maximum amount of noise, measured according to a given Lp norm (with p=1, 2, inf). The maximum amount of noise will be determined based on a realistic model of the use-case scenario (e.g., maximum deviation from the original sample). This perturbation has to be intended as the worst-case input perturbation, which can be compared with the robustness evaluation obtained by adding (bounded) random noise instead of the adversarial perturbation and can be as well assessed by our module. Moreover, the random-noise-perturbed images can be re-used for all models because they are independent of the machine learning model.   
Implementation	details.	The preliminary version of the SEC engine is built on the open-source PyTorch framework. It allows one to create a ready-to-use Docker container for full integration in the ALOHA toolflow. The following APIs are defined: 

 an API for requesting the security evaluation of a model with a specified dataset, which returns the security evaluation curve as a result; and 
 an API for creating sample images for visual inspection of adversarial examples (it creates a demo image of an adversarial example from one of the images of the dataset, along with the output of the model for increasing amounts of perturbation). The implementation of the SEC engine includes a queue for managing the evaluation processes and ensuring the usability of the tool. It is possible for the user to create, delete and manage multiple evaluations and distribute them among multiple processes in parallel, as long as it can find the resources available. The Docker container allows easy-to-instantiate multiple workers for this purpose.  

Operating	modes.	To reduce the computational cost and improve the usability inside an iterative DSE process, we defined two operating modes: fast evaluation and slow evaluation. The slow evaluation uses a greater number of input samples for computing the accuracy “under attack”, as well as more evaluation points, i.e. boundaries of the perturbation. The resulting curve correspond to a more complete evaluation of the security of the network, but is highly power-hungry, computationally expensive and time consuming. On the other hand, preliminary selection of the model and evaluation inside an iterative process can require to run the evaluation multiple times, and the high demanding nature of the process can drastically compromise the usability of the tool. On the other hand, the fast evaluation mode allows to perform an approximate security evaluation using less input samples and evaluation points. This mode can be used inside the iterative process, whereas the slow mode can be used as last evaluation for having a more thorough analysis of the final model. It is important to note that this behavior of the tool can already be implemented through the defined APIs, which allow to change the dataset (to use a subset of the original dataset) and the evaluation points (explicit list of maximum perturbation values).  
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Application	example.	We report here a clarifying example of application of the SEC engine and of the impact of adversarial training on the network security/robustness (Meloni et al., 2018a). We consider a well-known deep network used for the recognition of MNIST handwritten digits. The architecture of this convolutional neural network consists of different convolutional layers with pooling and ReLU activations and a fully-connected output layer.3 We trained it on the MNIST training set (consisting of 60,000 images), after normalizing all images in [0, 1] by dividing the pixel values by 255, and manipulated 10, 000 test samples with the Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) attack algorithm (Goodfellow et al., 2015). This attack bounds the max-norm distance between the source image x and its adversarial counterpart x′ as ∥x − x′∥∞ ≤ ε. This means that every pixel p in the image x′ can be manipulated independently in the interval [p−ε, p+ε].	

 
Figure	4:	Security	evaluation	of	the	considered	convolutional	neural	network,	and	of	the	robust	network	trained	with	

adversarial	training,	under	the	FGSM	attack	with	increasing	perturbation	ε.	The corresponding security evaluation curve is reported in Figure 4, showing how classification accuracy degrades under attacks characterized by an increasing perturbation ε. Note how the security of the considered network has been substantially increased in this case via adversarial training (the curve corresponding to the network learned with adversarial training decreases more gracefully). In Figure 5, we show some examples of manipulated MNIST handwritten digits, able to mislead classification of the undefended network, along with their corresponding adversarial perturbations (magnified to improve visibility). Adversarial training shows that adding such data points to the training data used to learn the undefended network can improve its security against such kind of perturbations.  
                                                                
3 For further details on the network architecture, see https://github.com/keras-
team/keras/blob/master/examples/mnist_cnn.py 
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Figure	5:	Manipulated	MNIST	handwritten	digits	that	mislead	classification	of	the	undefended	network,	crafted	with	the	

FGSM	attack	algorithm	(for	ε	=	0.05).	Note	that,	within	this	setting,	the	adversarial	perturbations	are	almost	
imperceptible	to	the	human	eye,	though	still	effective	to	mislead	recognition	We consider also another example to demonstrate how to use our satellite tool to reduce the time and computational consumption of the evaluation. To this end, we assess the security evaluation with two different sets of parameters. We manipulated 1,000 test samples with the Iterative Fast Gradient Sign Method (I-FGSM) attack algorithm, using 20 iterations (“slow” evaluation) and 100 evaluation points. We consider a pre-trained CNN on the CIFAR 10 dataset (93.78% accuracy). The tests are performed on a workstation with 128GB RAM and GPU NVIDIA Quadro M6000 24GB. We then test a “fast” evaluation of the same network by reducing both the number of samples to 100 (instead of 1,000) and the number of evaluation points to 20 (instead of 100). Figure 6 shows the security evaluation curves computed with the two experimental scenarios (“fast” and “slow”). The resulting trends are substantially equivalent, but the “fast evaluation” took 35 seconds in opposition to the 1845 seconds of the “slow evaluation”.  
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Figure	6:	Security	evaluation	curves	for	slow	and	fast	evaluation	on	CIFAR10.	It is finally worth remarking that the ALOHA toolflow may be easily extended to include other state-of-the-art defenses against adversarial examples, such as defenses based on the explicit detection or rejection of such samples, or defenses based on the use of specific hyperparameter configurations, including approaches for properly regularizing the loss function optimized during training (Biggio and Roli, 2018).  

Online	 demonstrator.	 We published an online demonstrator at https://www.pluribus-one.it/research/sec-ml/demo to show that our tool can be easily accessed and used by a standard user. The demo allows one to choose between two possible datasets (MNIST and Fashion-MNIST) and between two DNN architectures (Simple Fully Connected and CNN). The user can require as output the security evaluation curve of the selected experiment, and the evaluation is performed in real-time for showing the promptness of response of the module.  In order to allow the user to understand the problem tackled by the module, it is also possible to require a sample of an adversarial input and perturbation along with the network’s reaction to those inputs. It can be clearly displayed from this demo the importance of including the security evaluation module inside a design process, in accordance with the specifications of the ALOHA toolflow.  
Planned	improvements.	The tool repository will be released as open source software. The software will be publicly available for private and open source use.  For what concerns improvements of the tool itself we are planning to introduce a “adversarial dataset” 
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creation, which will store a dataset of adversarial examples crafted for a particular model, together with metadata (reference model, original dataset, perturbation boundaries, ...). This dataset will then be used for testing transferability of the attacks.  The attack effectiveness will be studied by observation of several metrics on different algorithms (e.g. confidence of the target class, attack average success rate, number of function evaluations, etc.).  Once the effectiveness of the attacks has been demonstrated (so the model weakness with respect to them), we are going to suggest mitigation strategies for defending the model, such as rejection option or regularization. Finally, we are going to test the tool with the use case datasets and models, and analyze results in order to confirm the utility of the module.  Another important improvement will be to add the model robustness evaluation, performed by adding increasing levels of random noise (instead of adversarial worst-case perturbation). Thanks to this new functionality we can evaluate the increase in robustness in a more complete way, i.e. in both normal and worst-case scenario, deriving from the addition of the mitigation strategies.  
2.3.3 Detection	of	dataset	bias		Biases might come from different sources and are affected by all the components of any data pipeline in any organization and usually are reflected into data unbalancing, directly affecting those datasets used to extract insights from a given domain.   While adding Machine Learning algorithms to the picture, bias affecting this type of automatic systems is defined as machine bias. Machine bias is often comes from two different sources: different types of biases present in the training data and biases caused by algorithms giving attention to irrelevant or undesired features during the learning phase. One of the most dangerous risks of using machine biased algorithms in production is discrimination, prohibited by laws such as GPDR (https://eugdpr.org/). Machine biases might also be intentionally created by individuals with malicious purposes, as happens in the case of poisoning attacks, where information is modified or added such as certain types of biases are learned by the algorithm. In this context, the dataset detection module initially proposed by CA Technologies in the task of security evaluation was focused into studying potential biases in the input data so further mitigations actions could be executed to avoid and/or reduce their effects in the learned model. The initial implementation of this solution was protected under proprietary license. Therefore, after the new arengement of the ALOHA consortium, UPF proposes a new approach to the problem. In particular, the new solution to be developed by UPF will be focused into detecting training data biases as well as machine biases incorporated in the model. State of the art literature in the domain of fairness, accountability and transparency usually describes biases in input data as lower bound of the biases to be incorporated by the learned model. To measure biases in input data, both single-attribute and multi-attribute measures of risk will be used in combination with an analysis on which attribute introduces a larger difference on the target variable. This 
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metrics are classically used to measure group fairness (Chouleova, A., 2016), a concept that derives from the idea of non-discrimination on the basis of membership to a protected group.  An identic list of fairness metrics will be calculated for the learned model and a simpler model what will give three points to be compared (the input data, the simple model and the learned model).  This comparison is known as  complex and multi-dimensional, but recent studies (Friedler, S.A., et al, 2019) show that bias and fairness metrics are often correlated, what can be used to reduce the list of fairness criteria to be compared what will, therefore, reduce the complexity of the multi-dimensional compariosn. The results obtained for ech of the models and the input data can be compared by performing a differential bias analysis (Foulds J. et al., 2018).  By using the results of the obtained analysis, mitigation actions can will be suggested, starting with pre-processing methods and going to post-processing countermeasures if required. In the latter case, accuracy/fairness trade-offs should be considered as typically, increasing the fairness of a model compromises the initial accuracy of it. The flow of the module will be as follows: 

 
Figure	7:	Overview	of	the	Fairness	module	

	

2.4 Algorithm	configuration	refinement	for	parsimonious	inference		
2.4.1 Summary	of	updates	from	D2.1	

 Added a State-of-the-Art paragraph. 
 Updated the description of the quantize transformation with respect to D2.1, describing our final design choices (using PACT instead of Hubara-style linear quantization, different version of PyTorch back-end). 
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 Added a description of the prune transformation. 
 Added a demonstration of the operation of the tool over a relatively big network (MobileNet) trained over the state-of-the-art classification benchmark (ImageNet). 

2.4.2 State‐of‐the‐Art	in	low‐precision,	high	accuracy	DNNs		Many techniques to compress and quantize DNNs have been proposed in the last few years, starting out of the practical necessity to deploy DNNs with footprints of several megabytes on top of embedded devices with only a few kilobytes of memory. In the following table, we try to resume the main state-of-the-art techniques for quantization, to clarify the context in which the RPI engine developed in WP2 operates. 
Table	3:	DNN	quantization	state‐of‐the‐art	

Technique	 Description	
Typically	achievable	
bit‐width	

Naïve	post‐training	
quantization	

Naïve quantization is based on standard dynamic range analysis of the weights and activation tensors performed post-training (deterministically for weights, statistically for activations using the training or validation set). After determining the dynamic range of weights and activations, a fixed-point representation suitable to represent them in all cases (or with acceptable losses) is chosen. This is very effective when the target precision is around 16 bits. 
Weights: 16-12b Activations: 16-12b 

BinaryConnect (Courbariaux et al, 2015) 
BinaryConnect quantizes exclusively weights. “Shadow” floating-point weights are used for backpropagation, but they are binarized using a sign function during forward propagation. Weights: 1b Activations: n/a 

Incremental	Network	
Quantization (Zhou A. et al., 2016) 
DoReFa‐Net (Zhou S. et al., 2016)	

Incremental Network Quantization (INQ) quantizes and prunes weights at the same time. Similarly to BinaryConnect, it operates on “shadow” floating-point weights for backprop but represents them with a log-scale format (i.e. with power-of-2 values) in forward propagation. DoReFa-Net is a similar technique compressing weights by using a logarithmic quantization strategy. 
Weights: 5b Activations: n/a 

Linear	Quantization	(Hubara et al., 2016)  
PACT (Choi et al., 2018) 

Linear Quantization (or binarization) as proposed by (Hubara et al. 2016) is the main technique utilized in literature for quantization of both weights and activations. In place of BinaryConnect’s sign function, it employes a step function to quantize weights and activations at the same time, with an externally given precision and scale. PACT, the main quantization technique used in the RPI engine, builds upon this technique by using a trainable scale parameter instead of relying on an extrernally defined hyperparameter. 
Weights: 8-4b Activations: 8-4b 
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XNOR‐Net	(Rastegari et al., 2016) 
ABC‐Net (Lin et al., 2017) 

Compact‐Net	(Zhuang et al., 2018) 

Binarization techniques such as XNOR-Net maximize quantization trying to bring the network in a format where only binary-quantized weights and quantizations are allowed, together with a channel-wise scaling factor used to project the “shadow” full-precision network over the binary one. ABC-Net and Compact-Net employ a similar technique, but projecting a layer or multiple layers of the network on top of multiple parallel binary networks, linearly combined to reconstruct the full-precision network -- thus achieving a significant precision boost at the price of an effectively higher number of bits for weights/activations. Another limitation of these techniques is that their complexity makes them much slower to train than linear quantization techniques.  

Weights: 5-1b Activations: 5-1b 

 With respect to this state-of-the-art, this work introduces two main innovations: 
 The “precision relaxation” approach inspired by design automation strategies: try to progressively optimize the current DNN representations into more efficient one while steel achieving a given performance target. This approach makes it significantly faster to develop a strongly quantized neural network from an existing model. 
 The streamlined version of PACT used in this method, that is suitable for several different deployment techniques (e.g. integer batch-normalization (Rusci et al., 2019)) and very different target precisions. The model employed in the tool effectively supports naïve post-training quantization, linear/PACT quantization, and DoReFa-Net style weights in the same tool. 
 Combining these strengths, the tool can scale from providing a precision evaluation for post-training naïve quantization within ~10-15 mins of operation, up to a state-of-the-art retraining at low numerical precision, high accuracy within less of a day of training on a typical DNN training node (4 Tesla P-100 GPUs) on DNNs sized for mobile applications.		

2.4.3 Overview	of	the	Refinement	for	Parsimonious	Inference	(RPI)	tool	The current version of the Refinement for Parsimonious Inference (RPI) tool is built on top of the open-source PyTorch framework; we used version 1.1 for our evaluation, which checks the QUANTIZE  and PRUNE transformations as described in D1.1 at M6. The RPI tool will be deployed in a Docker instance and finally integrated with the rest of the ALOHA tool flow. The RPI tool is organized in a front‐end accepting an ONNX graph as input and producing an output ONNX with quantization annotations in JSON format; and a back‐
end enabling the QUANTIZE  and PRUNE transforms provided by a Python library called NeMO (NEural 
Minimizer for PytOrch). Figure 8 overviews the main blocks in the RPI engine.  
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Figure	8:	Overview	of	the	RPI	engine	The tool accepts an ONNX graph as input, which is first converted into an internal PyTorch representation, then it is transformed into a quantization-aware representation by automatically transforming each PyTorch module into a quantization-aware one (e.g. torch.nn.Conv2d	into nemo.quant.PACT_Conv2d). The second phase is a non-training evaluation of the current precision of the network using a naïve quantization scheme, described in Section 2.4.4.1. This can be followed by a precision fine-tuning phase (Section 2.4.4.2). When the final network representation is reached, “dead” weights can be pruned from the network, which is finally exported in ONNX format along with ancillary information on quantization and the precision achieved in the various stages.	

2.4.4 QUANTIZE		transformation	The RPI tool relies on heuristics that enable quantization to be applied to arbitrary CNN topologies by performing a “local search” for an optimally quantized DNN in the context of the larger automated configuration flow. Only minimal, quantization-related changes to the topology are performed: for example, in order to ensure that activations are typically well-representable by a fixed-point format, we systematically introduce batch normalization after all convolutional layers (even ones that are not originally followed by BN), followed by the activation quantization operator. The backend approximation methodology utilized for quantization is a variant of PACT (Choi et al. 2018), relying on linear quantization of both weights and activations. For example, the standard convolutional layer is approximated by representing the weight tensors	  and activation tensors  by means of -bit integers , . Weights are represented by fixed-point values in the range [− ; + ) (closed on the lower side, open on the upper side) with precision = ( + )/ (2 − 1) . Activations are represented by fixed-point values in the range [0; + ) with precision ε = /(2 − 1). ,	  are layer-wise parameters initialized with the min/max value of the non-quantized weights and updated by back-propagation together with the weights during the approximation procedure. Similarly,  is initialized to 1 
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and then updated with back-propagation. 
2.4.4.1 Precision	exploration	The transformation from native floating-point precision  and 	to a quantized version can proceed by simply take the existing representation and quantize it with the methodology described above, or by progressively retraining the network to try to maintain the current level of precision. To provide the former functionality, the RPI tool can perform a “fast” exploration of the accuracy achievable with quantization by evaluating the validation or test set for the given DNN on a grid of configurations for  and . The output of this exploration phase is a grid of precisions, together with a suggested starting configuration for precision relaxation (see the following point). This suggested configuration is selected by taking the most accurate one among the configurations which are not comparable with the original full precision one in terms of accuracy (e.g. below 95% of the original accuracy). 
2.4.4.2 Precision	relaxation	To reduce arithmetic precision while striving for high final accuracy, the quantize transformation can apply a “relaxation” heuristic which progressively relaxes the value of the precision  when the total loss / accuracy satisfies a set of external parameters. For less then 12-bits activations and weights this retraining procedure is almost always necessary to achieve good results in terms of accuracy. The procedure works by alternating precision relaxation steps performed by changing  and “annealing” phases where the quantized network is trained using the original dataset. When the network has sufficiently converged (as defined by a set of configuration parameters), back-propagation training is stopped and the numerical precision is dropped again either according to a rule specified in the RPI tool configuration or using the exploration grid presented in the previous section to identify the best candidate configuration for retraining. Figure 9 shows an example of relaxation procedure applied on a VGG-16 topology trained on the CIFAR-10 dataset. The following table reports the main external parameters of the relaxation strategy as well as their value in the example of Figure 9.  
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Figure	9:	Cumulative	test	loss	on	CIFAR‐10	for	VGG‐16	fine‐tuning	 

Table	4:	parameters	for	the	Quantize/QNN	transformation	of	the	RPI	tool	

Parameter	 Value	 Description	

relaxation_factor	 √2 Factor by which the precision  is relaxed. relaxation_factor = √2 is equivalent to a precision drop of 0.5 bits.  
delta_loss_window	 20 epochs Window used for computing mean and standard deviation of the variation of the total loss (delta_loss) between consecutive epochs. 
delta_loss_avg_thresh	 5 If both the average and the standard deviation of the delta_loss between consecutive epochs are less than these thresholds, and absolute total loss is less than loss_target, then the precision is relaxed by relaxation_factor bits. delta_loss_stdev_thresh	 5 
loss_target	 100 Value of total loss below which the precision can be relaxed.  
2.4.5 PRUNE	transformation	The prune transformation is driven by a set of thresholds that are selected as part of the RPI tool configuration. To evaluate pruning, the tool performs the following steps: 1. It selects a threshold  from the ones used for configuration. 2. It removes from all layers of the network those weights that are lower than ⋅ , where  	is the standard deviation of the weights in the current layer. This is performed simply by collapsing their value to the mean of the weights . 3. It evaluates accuracy on the validation set and the savings in terms of number of parameters, considering the weights get mean-subtracted before deployment. 
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2.4.6 Example	on	MobileNet‐v1	@	ImageNet	As an example of the operation of the RPI engine in a complex scenario, we include here the results of performance relaxation performed on the MobileNet-v1 DNN on all convolutional layers, while targeting the ImageNet (ILSVRC-12) dataset. Training was performed starting from a full-precision pre-trained network with 69.8% top-1 accuracy and took a total of a 100 epochs from full-precision to 4b weights and 4b activations; the best trade off is achieved with 4b activations and 5b weights (67.7% top-1 accuracy). The training was performed on a DGX-1 machine, using 4 NVIDIA Tesla P-100 GPUs, using BS=1024 and Adam as optimizer. It lasted 100 epochs of ~25 min each, including both training and validation. 

 
Figure	10:	MobileNet‐224_1x	accuracy	on	ILSVRC‐12	validation	set	with	various	quantization	settings	
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2.5 Algorithm	performance/energy	evaluation		
2.5.1 Summary	of	updates	from	D2.1	

 Since deliverable D2.1, the performance/energy evaluation tool has undergone significant changes. The basic idea behind the tool, described in deliverable D2.1, remained the same. Nevertheless, the models’ specifications and algorithms, used in the tool were significantly modified due to the research conducted in the time period between deliverables D2.1 and D2.2. To understand the power/performance tool current state, we recommend reading paragraph 2.5 of the deliverable D2.2 in full. 
 The performance/energy evaluation tool is tested on DNN models from the ONNX models Zoo4. As a target architecture example, the target architecture description, provided by UNICA partner is exploited. 

2.5.2 Performance/energy	evaluation	tool	description	The performance/energy evaluation tool evaluates the performance, energy consumption, and memory utilization, associated with the execution of the inference of a candidate design point (DNN) on the target architecture. The tool exploits model-based techniques and does not require the deployment of the design point on the real architecture to perform evaluation, which allows to evaluate the design point very fast. To	
the	best	of	our	knowledge,	there	is	no	other	existing	tool,	providing	such	an	evaluation.	The general structure of the performance/power evaluation tool is shown in Figure 11.  

                                                                
4 https://github.com/onnx/models 
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Figure	11:	Performance/energy	evaluation	tool	The tool takes as an input one or several DNN models and a target architecture description. The DNN models come from the DSE engine via the model-based evaluation API. The output of the tool provides, for every DNN model, a set of evaluated performance/energy parameters. The evaluation of a DNN model is performed in three steps: 1) Model extraction; 2) DNN-to-CSDF model conversion; 3) Model evaluation. The steps are described in more details below. Finally, the tool uses the model-based evaluation	API to return the evaluated parameters in ‘.json’ format. 

2.5.3 Model	extraction	This step is implemented in a tool called “.onnx model reader”. On this step the internal DNN model is extracted from a specification of the input DNN provided in the “.onnx” exchange format. The internal DNN model represents a DNN as a directed acyclic computational graph DNN	(B,	E) where B is a set of internal DNN model nodes, called blocks, E is a set of internal DNN model edges. Each block bi	∈	B is obtained from a DNN layer description in the input DNN specification. Unlike the layers in ONNX DNN specification, blocks of internal DMM model reflect the potential for parallel and distributed processing, utilized for internal DNN model partitioning, and described in the deliverable 3.1. Each block bi	∈	B accepts input data Xi and provides output data Yi. The input and output data of the blocks are stored in multidimensional arrays, called tensors. Each tensor has shape [Ch	x	H	x	W], where Ch is the number of channels, H is the height, W is the width. To compute the output data Yi, block ni moves along Xi with a sliding window	Θi and stride si, applying operator 
opi to an area of the input data, covered by the sliding window. The area, covered by a sliding window Θi has shape [Ch	x	Hmin	x	W], where Ch and W are the number of channels and the width of tensor Xj, Hmin is the minimal input height, accepted by operator opi, performed by block bi. The operator opi, e.g. Convolution, MaxPooling, Gemm, etc., is the main difference between the blocks. Each edge eij	∈	E represents 
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a data dependency between blocks bi	and bj so that Xj	= Yi. An example of an internal DNN model is given in Figure 12. The DNN model, shown in Figure 12, is a simple Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model, performing classification task over an RGB image of size 6x6 pixels. The DNN model consists of 5 blocks, B = {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5}, including DNN input block b1, and DNN output block b5, and 4 edges, E = {e12, e23, e34, e45}. 
2.5.4 DNN‐to‐CSDF	model	conversion	To ensure compatibility with the system-level DSE and model evaluation tools, developed in the ALOHA project, the internal deep neural network (DNN) model is converted to a functionally equivalent data-flow model called Cyclo-Static Data Flow (CSDF) (Bilsen et al. 1996). An example of the DNN-to-CSDF model conversion is shown in Figure 12. This conversion is implemented in a tool called “DNN-to-CSDF model converter” that generates a CSDF model (in “.json” and “.xml”” formats). The CSDF model is a well-known model of computation, widely used for model-based design in the embedded systems community. More specifically, it is very suitable for timing, power/energy, and resource usage analysis, optimization, and evaluation. In addition, there exist several open-source tools automating such analysis/evaluation/optimization, such as DARTS5 and SDF36 frameworks. A CSDF model represents an application as a directed graph G	=	(A,	C), where A is a set of CSDF graph nodes, called actors. The actors communicate with each other through a set of first-in-first-out (FIFO) communication channels C (CSDF graph edges). Each actor ai	∈	A represents a certain functionality of the application, presented in the actor’s execution sequence Fi. The communication channels represent data dependencies and data transfer between the actors. The transfer of data through a communication channel cij is determined by the production/consumption sequences Uij/Vij, where production sequence Uij determines how actor ai	produces data in communication channel cij, consumption sequence Vij determines how actor aj consumes data from communication channel cij. An example of a CSDF model with set of 5 actors A = {a1, a2, a3,a4, a5} and set of communication channels C= {c12, c22, c23, c34, c45} is given in Figure 12. 

                                                                5 http://daedalus.liacs.nl/daedalus-rt.html 6 http://www.es.ele.tue.nl/sdf3/  
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Figure	12:	DNN‐to‐CSDF	model	conversion.	The DNN-to-CSDF model conversion is performed in three main steps: CSDF	model	topology	generation,	

CSDF	model	parameters	derivation,	and	CSDF	model	data	flow	computation.	
2.5.4.1 CSDF	model	topology	generation	The CSDF model topology generation step is shown in Figure 13. The bold red lines show the conversion from DNN internal model highlighted in blue to CSDF model highlighted in red. During the CSDF topology generation each block bi	∈	B of the internal DNN model is converted into a CSDF graph actor ai	∈	A, each internal DNN model edge eij	 ∈	 E is converted into a CSDF FIFO communication channel cij	 ∈	 C. The communication channels are linked to the actors via ports.	

2.5.4.2 CSDF	model	parameters	derivation	During the CSDF model parametes derivation step the CSDF model G	(A,	C) inherits the functionality and specific features of the corresponding DNN model DNN	(B,E). The functionality of the corresponding DNN block bi	�	B, is presented in an execution sequence Fi of CSDF actor ai	∈	A. Every actor ai	∈	A performs Fi	=	
opi *	 timesi, where opi is an operator of the corresponding internal DNN model block bi; timesi, is the number of repetitions of operator opi	per firing of ai, obtained during the data flow computation step. For 

Figure	13:	CSDF	model	topology	generation	
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example, actor a2, shown in Figure 12, performs execution sequence performs F2	=	Conv3x3	*	4	times, where DNN operator Conv3x3	is performed by corresponding CNN block b2, times2	=	4 is computed during the CSDF model data flow computation step.  The specific features of the DNN model, such as weights and biases are presented in special descriptions, called memory units (MU). Memory units describe the type and size of DNN model parameters. For example, actor a2, shown in Figure 12, contains a memory unit weights, describing the weights parameter of the corresponding DNN block b2. The memory units are used during the memory evaluation (see paragraph 2.5.5). 
2.5.4.3 CSDF	model	data	flow	computation	During the CSDF model data flow computation step, the transmission of data through the CSDF model communication channels is modeled. For each communication channel cij, corresponding to a DNN edge eij , associated with data tensor Yi	= Xj, the following steps are performed: 1) data decomposition 2) data reuse 3) data linearization 4) production/consumption rates computation. The steps are illustrated in Figure 14 and explained with the example of channel C12, shown in Figure 14. 

 
Figure	14:	CSDF	model	data	flow	computation	

Data	decomposition. On this step, the data tensor Xj, accepted by DNN block nj / CSDF actor nj, is decomposed into a sequence of subtensors, Xj1, Xj2, …,	XjM. Every sub-tensor Xjm, m ∈	[1,M] represent an area of input data, covered by a DNN block operator on each input data processing step. The sub-tensors Xj1, Xj2, …,	XjM can overlap. For channel C12, shown in Figure 12, tensor X2	of shape [3x6x6] is decomposed into sequence of 6 overlapping sub-tensors X21… X26, where every X1m , m ∈	[1,6],	has shape [3x3x6]. The decomposition is shown in Figure 14. Analogically, each data tensor Yi, produced by DNN block ni / CSDF actor ai, is decomposed into a sequence of sub-tensors Yi1, Yi2, …,	YiK. 
Data	reuse is related to the overlapping, that occurs in the input data. The overlapping data sub-tensors can be read from input only once and stored in an actor between actor’s firings. Since the CSDF model does not allow internal state specification in an actor, the data overlapping/reuse is modeled as a self-loop FIFO channel, storing the overlapping data (data to be reused) by the actor. For example, as shown in Figure 12 
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and Figure 14, for actor a2, consuming data from channel C12, the overlapping data is removed from the input data decomposition, but the self-loop channel C22 is added. As a result, the amount of input data, coming from input channel C12, and required to fire actor a2 for all phases, starting from the second phase, is smaller than the amount of data required for the first phase. When the model is deployed on a HW/SW platform, the self-loop channel is implemented inside the actor thereby avoiding data transfer/reuse via external self-loop FIFO channels. This allows to reduce the communication time overheads for actor a2 firing. 	
Data	linearization is related to the fact, that in a DNN model the input/outputs data of DNN blocks is stored in multidimensional arrays (tensors), while the CSDF model data is stored in linear arrays (vectors). To model the tensor transmission through the linear CSDF channel, the DNN-to-CSDF converter represents every decomposed data sub-tensor as a linear array. An example of input data linearization is shown in  Figure 14, where each tensor in decompositions X21, X22, …,	X26 is represented as a vector, transmitted through the communication channel in FIFO order.  
Production/consumption	 rates	 computation. In this step, the production/consumption sequences are determined. For communication channel cij the production sequence Uij is determined as {	 len(Yi1), 	
len(Yi2),	…	,	len(Yik) }, where len(Yik) is the length of the linearized decomposition of tensor Yi. For channel 
C12, shown in Figure 14, the production sequence U12 = {18,18,18,18,18,18}, shortly written as 6 x 18. Analogously, the consumption sequence Vij is determined as {	len(Xj1), 	len(Xj2),	…	,	len(Xjk) }. 
2.5.4.4 DNN‐to‐CSDF	conversion	time	efficiency	Despite the fact, that, the DNN-to-CSDF conversion is a rather complicated step, capturing the semantic difference between the DNN and CSDF models, this step is performed very fast. The run time efficiency of this step was evaluated on DNN models, provided in the ONNX models Zoo. The results for  the DNN-to-CSDF run time efficiency are given in Table 5, where columns 2 and 3 are given to demonstrate the DNN models complexity. As can be seen from Table 5, the DNN-to-CSDF conversion time takes very short amount of time (milliseconds) even for very complex DNN models. 

Table	5:	DNN‐to‐CSDF	conversion	time	efficiency	

DNN Total	neurons Total	
connections	
between	
neurons 

DNN	blocks DNN	edges Conversion	time	
(ms) 

bvlc_alexnet 13*103 14*105 25 24 15 
Mnist 110 245 13 12 13 

bvlc_googlenet 16*103 4*105 145 171 59 
Tiny	yolo	v2 10*103 18*105 34 33 18 
Inception	v1 16*103 4*105 144 170 59 
VGG	19 21*103 43*105 47 46 19 

2.5.5 Model	evaluation	In this step, the DNN inference, represented as a CSDF model, is evaluated by DARTS and SDF3 embedded systems design frameworks in terms of: 
 Performance: the DNN inference execution time in seconds (s); 
 Energy: the DNN inference energy consumption in joules (J); 
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 Processors: the number of processors required for DNN inference; 
 Memory: the memory required for DNN inference in bytes (B). The evaluation of the aforementioned parameters is performed with respect to the target architecture description, provided on input of DARTS/SDF3 tools. The DNN inference parameters are computed as following:  The Performance parameter is computed as the latency, provided by the DARTS/SDF3 frameworks, of the generated CSDF model. 

Performance	=	latency	(CSDF	model)	The memory, required for the DNN inference is computed as:  
Memory	= total	buffer	sizes	(CSDF	model)	+	DNN	static	parameters	memory	(CSDF	model) Where the total buffer sizes, i.e. the total amount of memory, required for communication are computed by DARTS/SDF3, the DNN static parameters memory, i.e. the memory, required for storage of static DNN parameters, such as weights and biases, is computed from the DNN parameters descriptions, preserved in the CSDF blocks during the DNN-to-CSDF conversion. The energy evaluation is performed as dynamic energy evaluation accordance with the energy model (Spasic et al., 2016):  

enery	=	sum	(core_energy	*	core_utilization)	Where core_energy is the energy consumption of the architecture core, core_utilization is the target architecture cores utilization, provided by the DARTS framework.  
2.5.6 Evaluations	of	DNN	models	from	ONNX	models	Zoo		The performance/energy evaluation tool was tested on a rage of state-of-the art DNNs, provided in the ONNX format in the ONNX models Zoo. As a target architecture example, we used the description of a platform, provided by the UNICA partner. The evaluated parameters, provided by the power/performance evaluation tool and the DARTS framework, and given in Table 6. 

Table	6:	Performance	/energy	evaluations	for	ONNX	models	Zoo	

DNN Performance(s) Energy(J) Processors Memory(B) 
bvlc_alexnet 1.258 5.32 4 2.52*108 
Mnist 0.006 14.10 2 42*103 
bvlc_googlenet 0.498 18.10 4 2.72*108 
Tiny	yolo	v2 1.34 21.45 9 3.54*108 
Inception	v1 0.516 19.27 4 2.89*108 
VGG	19 1.92 34.57 13 5.87*108 
3 References	Publications listed in	bold have been outcomes of the ALOHA project. 
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